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A. F. Woods, 

UNIVERSITY FARM, ST. PAUL, MINN., 

July 6th, 1911. 

Director of the Experiment Station. 

Dear Sir: 

I transmit herewith a report on an investigation conducted by Mr. R. M. 

West during 1910, to determine the relative lighting values of alcohol and 

kerosene. Aside from its use for strictly technical industrial purposes, dena

tured alcohol, in those countries where most used, is used to a greater extent 

for lighting than for either fuel or power purposes. Owing to the lack of com

plete data regarding the relative lighting value of kerosene and alcohol, it was 

deemed advisable to conduct the above investigation. 

I would respectfully recommend that this report be published as a bulletin 

of this Division and Station. 

Yours very truly, 
RALPH HOAGLAND. 

Approved: A. F. ·woODS, Dean and Director. 



LIGHTING WITH ALCOHOL AND KEROSENE 

INTRODUCTION. 

The source and quality of artificial light are factors in home economy 
which should be carefully ('011siclel'ecl. In .Minnesota, artificial light is 
required as early as ffre o 0 ('lock i11 1.he afternoon in mid-winter, and at 
least by half-past eight o'cloC'k in summer. Hence, an average daily 
period of three hours is a cousenatiYe estimate of the time during 
which artificial light must be nst•<.1 in· the home. 

Outside of those eities \1·hid1 are equipped with illuminating gas or 
electrical plants, kerosene is 1.he fuel used almost universally for light
ing. An ordinary round-\1·id~ keros('ne lamp \Yill burn about a quarter 
of a ponncl of oil an hour. On this basis the average daily consumption 
would be three-quartC'rs of a pound, or t\YO hundred and seventy-four 
pounds for the year. This is equintl('nt to forty-three gallons annually 
for one lamp. Assuming the cost of kerosene to average eleven cents a 
gallon, and the use of t\YO lights as reasonable, a total of but nine 
dollars and fifty cents is expended for fuel. This average sum is a 
small one, but in many homes it is far exceeded. In any case, however, 
where the old style kerosene lamp is used, the most important fact for 
consideration is not the size of the sum expended, but that, large or 
small, it is spent for a light poor in quality, inefficient and uneconomical. 

To be efficient, a light must sene the purpose for "·hich it is 
intended. Artificial light is required to prolong the day, and conse
quently that light which most nearly resembles diffused daylight is the 
most efficient. The strongest light obtainable is not necessarily the 
best; nor is the obtaining of the most light for the least money econom
ical \Yhen it involves the production of more light than is necessary, or 
light of such quality as would tend to strain or injure the eye. Fuels 
used for lighting must yield harmless products on combustion; the 
atmosphere of the room should be vitiated as little as possible, and the 
light rnnst be safe as \Yell as easy to manipulate. 

All forms of light nrc obtained by heating some substance to incan
descence, that is, to the point at which some of the energy imparted in 
the form of hcnt is giwn off as light. The quality of the light depends 
npon the rharactcr of the incandcsrent material, as well as on the 
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temperature to which it is heated. This calls for the consideration of 
two factors; the fuel, or source of heat, and the incandescent body. 

Fuels for lighting may be divided into three classes, as follows:-
Class 1.-Such fuels as-

1. Acetylene. 
2. Tallow. 
3. VBgetable oils. 

The illumination from the combustion of these fuels is clue to the 
heating of small particles of free carbon, which are obtained by decom
position on burning. 

Class II. -Such fuels as-
1. WatBr gas. 
2. Hydrogen. 
3. Alcohol. 

These fuels arc poor in carbon, completely and easily oxidized; and, 
unless modified by the addition of some of the oils of Class I, burn with 
a non-luminous flame. They may also be burned in contact with some 
non-inflammable substance which readily emits light on heating. 

Class IIl.--Suchjuels as-
1. Gasoline. 
2. KerosBne. 
3. Coal gas. 

These fuels might belong to either Class I or Class II, depending 
upon the form of lamp in whid1 they are burned. They resemble the 
fuels of Class I, in that they are high in carbon, ·which is readily freed 
ull ignition. On the other hand they resemble the fuels of Class II, since 
they may be completely oxidized, and made to give a non-luminous 
flame by the admixture of sufiicicnt air. 1 

_Any of these fuels may be fairly compared \Yith others of the same 
class, \Yhile all are eomparable with those of Class III. It is only 
rcl'.e11tly, howeyer, that certain improycments in lamps have placed 
kerusene in Class IH, and made it in any degree comparable with alco
hol and the other fuels of Class II. It is only recently, too, in this 
country, that it has been in the least practical to consider alcohol as a 
fuel for light, since the high revenue tax (about two dollars a gallon), 
in addition to its high cost of production, has prohibited its use for such 
a purpose. 

INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL. 
.Tanuary 1st, 1907, a law became effective which permitted the manu

fad tire and sale of alcohol free from excise, subject to certain restric
tioJJs and rulings of the Department of Internal ReYenue. The most 

(1) Electricity, though not a fuel, might be considered as belonging to Class 
TT, cince its value for lighting lies in its ability to heat to incandescence bodies of 
J1i_~-h resistance, which are sufficiently refractory in their nature to withstand 
rapicl oxidation. 
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important of these restridions are: first, all alcohol manufactured under 
this Jaw must be so treated, or denatured, as to make it unfit for internal 
use; and second, all such alcohol must be manufactured, denatured and 
sold under strict government supervision. The enactment of this law 
was of economic importance: first, because of the large number of 
industries, the products of which at some time in the course of their 
manufacture are dependent upon the use of alcohol ;1 and second, 
because it opened the field to a new fuel as a possible competitor ·with 
petroleum products in the production of light, heat, and power. The 
use of alcohol in many of the industries is already established, irrespec
tive of the cost, bcca use of the lack of a suitable substitute. A decrease 
to one-fifth of its former price is, nevertheless, of immense importance 
to those imlusiries aml increases the possibility that alcohol may be 
used in the manufacture of still other products. 

\Ye are particularly interested in the effect of this reduction in cost 
upon the use of alcohol as a fuel. How long it will be before alcohol 
becomes an active competitor with such fuels as gasoline _and kerosene 
cannot be even estimated ·with any degree of accuracy. Vie,nd from 
the standpoint of cost per unit of light, it can be safely asserted that 
'vhen thE: price of the petroleum products rises, or when the price of 
alcohol drops, so that a dollar's \\·orth of alcohol will furnish as much 
light, or as much heat, or as much power, as a dollar's worth of any 
other fuel, alcohol \\·ill, without question, be able to command attention 
as one of the important fuels. Just as in the case of all other com
modities, however, the price both of petroleum and alcohol, above the 
actual cost of manufacture, is governed largely by the ratio of the 
demand to the Slipp1y. The cost of the production of denatured alcohol 
lies largely in the value of the raw materials, \vhich now command good 
prices for food. 2 On the one hand is petroleum, a natural deposit which 
cannot be replaced; on the other, a product of agriculture, which can 
be supplied, from year to ~·car, from resources limited in their extent 
only by the care which is besto,ved upon the soil. If it is true, as is 

(1) A partial list of the industries directly affected would include the manu
facture of such articles as furniture, pianos, toys, wood-finishing, decorating, 
watches, photographic supplies, chemical industries, dyes, collodion, whips, var
nishes and lacquers, explosives, imitation leather, artificial silk, rubber, shellac. 
electrical industries, celluloid, and many pharmaceutical products which are not 
intended for internal use. 

(2) At present the starch products of Minnesota, such as the grains an,1 
potatoes, are not cheap enough to permit of their conversion into industria I 
alcohol to be used for lighting, e\·en if theoretical yields were to be obtained. 

The conversion of cellulose into alcohol is expensive and has resulted on!~ 
in small yields. The disco,·ery. however, of a cheap and effecth·e chemical or 
bio-chemical process, for th.e utilization of such products as straw and sawdust 
for alcohol, would be of immense importance; and experimental work along thi• 
line might be most profitable. 
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popularly supposed, that the value of petroleum products is artificially 
maintained, still it is very evident that eventually, and at a no very 
distant future, the petroleum supply will be largely diminished and the 
prices of petroleum products must rise. The discovery of new oil fields 
can only postpone this increase for a time. It requires, too, but a 
glance at the industries of toda.y to show that the uses for these 
petroleum products are rapidly multiplying, and their consumption is 
steadily increasing, 'vith presumably a diminishing supply. 

It must not be assumed, ho1venr, that the price per unit of light is 
the only, or even the most important, consideration in the selection of 
a fnel for lighting. In Europe, 1 although the difference between the 
hrn is not as great as in this country, still the cost of alcohol is higher 
than that of petroleum, and the use of alcohol for lighting is gradually 
imreasing. "'Without doubt it has many commendable qualities, as a 
liquid fuel, that kerosene does not have. In this country even before 
the removal of the excise, it 1rns used iu preference to kerosene for small 
heating appliances; and it is fair to assume that, before the price of 
aleohol actually reaches a figure at 1d1ich it could favorably compare 
"·itlt petroleum products, it "·ill become an active competitor as a fuel 
for lighting. 

SCOPE OF THE EXPERIMENT. 
The relation bet\ncn alcohol and other fuels for lighting has already 

to a considerable degree been established. There remains to be deter
mind, however, the exact relation 1vhich exists between alcohol and 
kerosene. Lighting literature is replete with comparisons of these two 
fuels, but in every instance the alcohol has been burned in a special 
:1l .. 11l1ol bnrner. 11·ith i11carnks1·<·nt mantle; ancl the kerosene in an old 
siyl<' fiat-1vick or "Rochester bm·m·r lamp.":.! 'l'he introduction of sne· 
ccssfql kerosene mantle lamps has materially changed the situation. 

(1) The "l..Tnhrhu<•h des YPreins des S1•iritus-I1.,nbrJknnten in lleutsclthtnfl fnr 
Jc1J1J 'PP 382-o), reports the retail prieu of ninety per cent denatured alcohol. 
1Yl!kl1 corresponds iu strength to the complct0ly denatured alcohol of this country, 
as a 1 craging thirty cents per gallon for the last nine years. The highest price 
wcis f,,rty cents in igo.J-G and the lowest was twenty-five cents, in igoJ-3. 

The present prices fur the t,yo fuels, as quoted by Dr. Delbrucl<, Director of 
lll•c l11stitute fur Garungsgewerbe, are 

Denatured alcohol (ninety per cent) ................ 28 cents 
Kerosene .................................... 17 to 19 cents 

'l'lie prices of kerosene are maintained by a tariff amounting to about fi\·e 
c•·11 ts per gallon. This Is Imposed :!'or the express purpose of encouraging tllf• 
<len.1 t11red alcohol industry. 

(ZJ Since completing this worl<, Bulletin 103, of the Pennsylvania State Col
l<·c;·•·, has been received. This shows a comparison of alcohol, gasoline, kerosene 
n nu acdylene for lighting purposes. /II though the plan of the investigation was 
somewhat different from this one, the comparison of alcohol with kerosene, both 
ll~ing burned in mantle lamps, gives essentially the same results as shown here. 
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The experimental work outlined in this report was begun in order to 
obtain data for a comparison of alcohol with kerosene under these 
altered conditions. As the investigation progressed, it seemed advisable 
to consider many of the factors, of secondary importance, which are 
of influence on lighting. The report also includes a brief comparison 
of alcohol with other illuminants, taken from the results of investiga
tions which had furnished enough data for a fair comparison. 

In this experiment it was planned to work only with portable lamps 
such as would be used in the home-primarily because it is in lamps of 
this type that kerosene is used almost exclusively. The general plan of 
the exprrirnental woL·k was as follows:-

First-Five portable lamps were selected for comparison, including 
both the mantle and wick types, as well as one lamp intended especially 
for alcohol. 

Second-\Vhrn possible, both alcohol and kerosene were burned in 
the same lamp, with the same mantle, and the comparison of the two 
fuels 1rns mallc under as nearly identical conditions as possible. This 
1rns done in order to obviate the influence of the difference in mantles, 
and the differing effect of the construction of the lamps upon the light 
emitted. 

Third-The candle power of each lamp was taken at varying degrees 
of intensit~'· Although the efficiency of a lamp is usually highest at its 
maximum intensity, it is not necessarily economical to use more light 
than the amount required. 

Fourth-The amount of light obtained per pound of fuel, as well as 
the number of light irnits per dollar at the price paid for the two fuels, 
was calculated from the experimental results, and from these values 
comparisons of the two fuels were made. 

Fifth-S'ccondary considerations involved in these comparisons were 
factors affecting-

1. Safety. 
2. Health. 
3. Eye sight. 
4. Cleanliness. 
5. Cost of maintenance in addition to fuel consumed. 
6. Original cost of the lamp. 
7. Manipulation. 

PRINCIPLES OF LIGHT MEASUREMENT. 
In the measurement of light, just as in the measurement of other 

forms of both energy and matter, the unit is arbitrary. The unit of 
light measurement is the amount of light emitted by the burning of a 
standard candle. The specifications and methods of manufacture of 
this candle are fixed by law in England, and by ordinance in many of 
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the cities of this country, in order to control the light furnished by 
public service corpori:tions. 'l'hc standard candle is mm1e from sper
mac·eti, three-fourths of an inch in diameter and one-sixth of a ponnd in 
weight. Definite specifications control the "·eaving of the "·ick, its 
material, size, number of strands, and twists per inch. Furthermore 
the size and quality of the wick must be such that cxact.ly 120 grains 
prr hour '"ill be consumed. 'l'he light obtained from such a candle is 
called one candle of light, or is said to have an intensity of one candle 
pm,·er. There are scYeral other working standards for the measure
ment of light, \Yhich liave been adopted both for investigati,;e purposes 
and for the legal regnlation of light. "\Vhile primarily hasrd upon the 
candle light, they do not all refer to the standard English candlr: hence 
ronfusion is often likely to result in comparing the rrports of diffrrent 
inwstigators. Jn this,rxprrimrntal \YOrk. the Enp:lish sprrmaceti rnndle 
\ms used; and throughout this report all light rneasnrernents of other 
investigators lrn.-e been calculated to the same unit in order to make 
them comparable. 

Light measuremrnt consists in comparing the light to be measured 
"·ith that from the standard candle, or with some othrr light "·hose 
intensity is known in terms of the standard candle. The tcclrniquc of 
li£!'ht measurement depends primarily upon t\yo principles: first. lights 
of equal intensities will cast equally heavy shado\YS at points equidistant 
from their sources; and second, the intrnsity of a light. at any point 
n1ries invrrsely as the square of the distance from its sonrrr. To 
illustrate: if of two lights, of equal intensity, one is plared half as far 
from the e~·e as the other, the nearer light. will apprar. not twice as 
liright as the farthrr, but four times as bright. Iin·rrsrly. if of hrn 
lights one is three times as far from the e~·e as the othrr. and the two 
lights appear to be eq11ally bright, thr farther light \vill be fonnd to be 
ninr times as intense as the nrarer. These facts are just. as important 
for eonsideration in the practiral lighting of a room or a drsk as they 
arc for light measurement. It is plain, then, in view of these two prin
r·iples, that for a comparison of two lights it is only necessary to move 
thrm toward or a\ny from some object until the shadmn which are 
e;ist are of the same intensity. The value of one light may then be 
rradily calculated in terms of the other, after measuring the distances 
between the source of each light and the object utilized for casting the 
shadows. If one of thrse lights is a standard candlr. thr intensity of the 
other can be determined directly in candle power. In practice, the 
li£!'hts are usually made stationan', and the objert is moved back and 
forth between the two until the slrndows cast h~' hoth lights are equal. 
The source of error in such a comparison lies in the difficulty experi-
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enccd in determining at what point the two shadows are of equal inten
sity. This diffienlty is increased when the two lights are of different 
colors. For eliminating this difficulty, several kinds of apparatus for 
light measurement, known as photometers, have been devised. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS. 
The photometer used in the experimental part of this investigation 

is kno1Y as the ''open bar photometer,'' and is the form ordinarily used 
for gas light mcasnrcment. 

Suggs-Lethe by Photometer. 

This instrnmcnt consists essentially of a graduated bar (A) on 
1d1ieh a earriage (B) may be moved back and forth until the shadow 
of the figure on the diapl1rngm (C) is rdlected with equal intt•nsity in 
en r h of the rn irrors (D) and (E). 'When this is effected the pointer 
(F) indicates on the scale (G) the relation between the two lights 
11·hieh arc being eompared. The balance (I-I) holds the standard can
dles, "·hich arc testrd as to their rate of burning for each determina
tion. The lamp to be tested is placed at the other end of the bar (A) 
so that the crnter of the flame comes between the two plnmb-lines 
(I and .J), whirh mr..rk its position. The screens (k, 1, m, n) arc to 
prevent nn~r reflected light from interfering \Yith the test. 

Description of Lamps.~The lamps which were used for this experi
ment. "-ere purchased at retail, 1Yithout disclosing the purpose for which 
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they were to lw and the lamps ·which 

would be obtained any 
Lamp No. J, intencled for kerosene . to the maniJe lamp 

type, ·with a ·wick feed. The wide has a bevelecl whicl~ the ~rw1rn. 
facturers claim to he an aid in mixing 1he gas vapors with mr. A 
flame-spreader is also used for this purpose. This h'.mp. was l'crnn.d to 
burn satisfactorily ·with both oil and akol101. 'l'he rn1trnl cost oJ: the 

E~tra and extra mantles are sold at 25 eents lamp Yvas 

each. 

Lamp No. 1. 

I1amp ?\o. 2 i.s 

Lamp No. 2. 

gas generator and an incandescent mantle. 'l'his 
before lighting. 'l'his is done by means of a 
generator ·with the lamp fount. After the 
is conveyed to the generator by a 
this lamp were unsuccessful. The 
chimneys are the same as those of No. 1. 

IJamp No. 3 resembles lamp No. 1 very closely in the 
construction. It is furnished with a different of 
wfok and chimney. 'l'he wick is larger in and the mantle is 
different shape and rnuch coarser in ·weave than in that 
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for lamp No. 1. Both alcohol and kerosene were burned successfully in 
this lamp. 'l'he original eost was $3. 'rl1e priecs for accessories are the 

J_.1amp No. 4 is an ordinary round-wick kerosene lamp, with center 
draft supplied with a flame-spreader. 'l'his spreader was advertised to 
increase the size of the flame, and its intensity, without increasing the 
consumpt;on. This lamp, of course, was not used with alcohol, as with
out a mantle a non-luminous tlame 1vould result. 'l'he lamp was the 
plainest style obtainable, and cost only $1.65. The price of more orna
same as in the case of the other two lamps. 

Lamp No. 4. Lamp No. 5. 

mental founts is proportionally greater. Extra chinrncys cost twcnty
and wicks arc three for ten cents. 

Xo. 5 is an ordinary kerosene lamp, ·with a flat one-inch wick. 
This lamp cost cents, chimrn~y fifteen cents, and wicks were six for 
ten cents. 

Fuels.-The alcohol i1Scd in these tests was completely denaturizcd 
nnrl 1rns at the rate of fifty-nine C(·nts per gallon in fin~-gal1011 

lots. 'l'hc present retail price is sixty to seventy-five cents. This alcohol 
has a specific gravity of 0.837 at G0° F. corresponding to 6.958 pounds 
per gallon. 
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'l'he kerosene used \ms slightly yellow in color. Its specific gravity 
is (1 .. 'l±G at G0° F. eOl'l"l's1101Hling to /.(J3:~ ponmls per gallon. The flash 
point of this oil as determined in an open tester was 144° C. with a 
fire point of 153° C. On distillation the oil began to boil at 160° C.; 
(i:L"i'/c distillL'd hclo\Y 330° C. and 92.3% distilled below 300° C. This 
nil in Jin'-g;1llon lots solll fol" G.li ecnts pl•r gallon, and rdails at l"rn111 
9 to 11 cents. 

PROCEDURE. 

Details of Method.-The lamp to be tested was swung from an espc
(·i:1 ll.\· mTangcd h1la111·e. seJJsitiYe to 0.03 of a gram, in sn1·h a \my that 
the plumb-lines of the photometer appeared through the center of the 
flame zone of the lamp. The lamp was then lighted, and allowed fifteen 
111 i1mtcs i11 \rhi<,·h to brcomc heatc>d brfon• the trst \\·as stnrfrcl. In th1 
meantime the standard candles were prepared and lighted. When the 
lamp had burned for the preliminary period, the height of the \rick was 
ndjnsted os desired for the test, the beam of the balance \ms released, 
aml enough \Ycights added to nearly balance the lamp and its contents. 
In the course of half a minute or so the lamp \YOnld lose sufficient 
\H:ight to be exactly counterpoised; ond, as the pointer of the balance 
s\nmg past the center, the exac·t time was recorded, as well as the 
\H:ight of the lamp arnl its contents. The stamlardization of the camlles 
\\"as then commenced, and the lamp \Yas co111pared \Yith the standanl. 
The tests \\·ere eontimH·cl for three honrs at a time. A series of readings 
\H:re taken at the lwginning of the first hour: in the miclcllc of the 
second hour, and at the end of the third honr. Each series consisted of 
forty photometer readings, fl.ye direct and fhc reyersed, for each of four 
c1if1:C·rent horizontal positions of the Jamp. 1 The anrage of these one 
lwmlred aml t\renty readings \\·as taken as the areragc candle po\\·er 
fl>r the three-hour period. \Vhen the last of the readings 1Hll1 been 
tak1·n, the beam of the balance \\·as again released, and weights 
rc·111()ved, nntil the lamp again slightly oYerbalanred the \\·eight remain
rng. This >night ,,·as reconlcd; and, \\·hen the balance s>nmg over, 
the time at whiL"11 the pointer passed t.lw c~nter \ms ogain noted. The 
diff1·rcnce between the initial and final time ga Ye the time required for 
tl1e combustion of the amount of fuel represented by the loss in >night 
of the lamp. By calculating this loss in weight to volume, and multi
plying the average candle power for any three-hour period by the 
r111111bcr of hours for \\·hich one gallon of fuel \Yill burn, the eandle 
110,,·pr hours per gallon \Ycrc obtained. This calculation \\·ns mode for 
cac·h lamp, with both fuels when possible, and for several different 

t 1) Only the horizontal candle power of the lamp was determined. 
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heights of wick in addition to that height at which the maximum candle 
power was obtained. In no case was the wick moved during a three
hour test, except in the case of a few of the maximum candle power 
determinations; when it was necessary to regulate the lamp, from time 
to time, to prevent smoking. In the case of the mantle lamps series of 
tests were run in duplicate. 

Discussion of Procedure.-After experimenting for a short time, it 
was very evident that the available candle power of a lamp depended 
upon several factors. A lamp ·which gave, during the first three-hour 
test, a gradually increasing candle power, gave during the second an 
almost constant candle po\\·er; and, during the third test, dropped from 
an average of 4.1 candle po\nr for the first hour, to only 1.6 candle 
power for the third. An examination of the cause of this decrease 
showed the upper end of the wick to be so badly encrusted with car
bouaccous matter as to prevent the free passage of the oil. Conse
quently it \\·as founcl necessary to dean the wick before each determina
tion, in order to have conditions in that respect uniform. It was 
further discovered that while, as a rule, the candle po>ver increased 
during the three-hour period, with two successive tests this increase 
was proportionately less in the second than in the first, unless the lamp 
was filled equally before each test. ·when the fount was only half full, 
a very noticeable difference >ms evident, even in the course of a three
hour test. Although of minor importance, this point is of interest in 
view of the general practice of permitting a lamp to become nearly or 
quite empty before refilling. 1 Since the fouling of the wick and the 
decrease of oil supply made so decided a difference in the candle power, 
it seewcl1 imperatin that, in order to obtain results in any way com
parable, a definite length of time for all of the tests should be decided 
upon. Three-hour tests were made, because this period was assumed to 
represent the average time that a single lamp \rnuld be required to 
burn for onlinary household use, and because it permitted of a sufficient 
combustion of fuel to make negligible any small error in recording the 
time of starting and stopping the test. 

In the case of the fiat-wick burner, it is plain that more light would 
be thrown out from the flat side of the wick than from the edge. 
Consequently, in taking the candle power from four different horizontal 
positions, a fair average of the light emitted from any side of the lamp 
was obtained. The same precaution "·as necessary in the case of the 
round \\·icks and the incandescent mantles; since it \\·as impossible to 
have the "-ick exactly uniform at all points, and slight yariations in the 

(1) This same relation of the height of the oil in the fount to the candle 
po\ver of the lamp was observed by Guiselin and ::\Iadoule. Jo11r. du Petiole, 1 ~08, 2. 
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form of the mantles caused certain portions to glow more brightly than 
others. 

The use of the incandescent mantle for illumination introduces, as 
the most important factor in the emission of light, the mantle itself. 
Consequently it appeared that a fair comparison of the two fuels could 
only be made by burning them in the same lamp and under the same 
mantle. This was done in the case of the mantle lamps. Furthermore, 
incandescent mantles often decrease rapidly in efficiency, particularly 
when first burned. This decrease depends largely on the materials 
used and the method of their manufacture. To compensate for conse
quent apparent errors in comparing the two fuels, check series were run 
with each lamp. Two different mantles were used. ·with one, the tests 
with kerosene \\·ere followed by those with alcohol; while with the 
second the two fuels were burned in the reverse order.t 

Tests i.vith the same lamp, but with different fuels, \\·ere carried on 
under as nearly as possible identical conditions with respect to the 
k111pernture and atmosplwrr; for the eaJl(lle pO\H'l' of both standard 
candles and lamps is materially influenced by temperature, humidity 
and changes in the composition of the atmosphere. 

The consumption and candle power of the fuel were determined, in 
each case, at several other intensities than the maximum at which the 
lamp would burn. This procedure seemed advisable, since, by charting 
the results, it would permit of a ready comparison, not only of the 
maximum candle power obtainable by each of the fuels, but also of their 
efficiency at any desired candle power. Furthermore such results would 
determine the relation existing between the rate of consumption and 
the candle power of the t.wo fuels, and make it possible to ascertain at 
what candle power a lamp could be burned with the least proportionate 
consumption of fuel. 

1 1) The change from kerosene to alcohol was affected by soaking the wick 
r .. ,. '"me time in alcohol and finally by burning until a non-luminous flame was 
1Jhlained. The wick was then cleaned and the test proceeded with. To change 
from alcohol to kerosene it was only necessary to allow the wick to dry· over 
nigl1t. and soak in the oil until thoroughly wet. 
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RESULTS OF TESTS. 
Series I, Lamp 1, Mantle I-Kerosene. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

0 z 

13 
14(3) 

I 
.3 6 
3 5-1,4 
2 55-% 
2 57-%. 

(Repeated) 
(Repeated) 

3 % 
3 6 
2 38 
2 55-% 
3 4-%. 

I 3 3-%. 
II 3 1-112 I 

2 3-1/a 

86 
94 

100 
105 

116 
113 
101 
117 
123 
128 
134 
100 

I' 

21.1-r-
1

-0.13 I 
30.45 0.49 
3U9 1.46 
35.44 2.56 

38.56 
36.45 
38.35 
40.00 
40.06 
41.91 
44.30 
44.12 I 

7.44 
3.53 
6.12 
7.90 
9.75 

13.68 
22.fi8 
35.37 

14.95 
51.34 

136.23 
230.44 

615.52 
308.95 
509.09 
630.05 
776.42 

1041.29 
1626.01 
2557.43 

I
~ H. ~=r j)olla_r 

Q),__ i -
~~ i ~ 
Q.;1l} ' ,.....Q) 

0.2 ·~.~ 
;:'k' ~~ 
p.>"< i:::""' 

227.24 
730.37 

2070.70 
3502.69 

9355.90 
4696.04 
7738.17 
9576.76 

11801.58 
15827.61 
24715.35 
38872.94 

136:34 
468.22 

1242.42 
2101.71 

5613.54 
2817.62 
4642.90 
5746.06 
7080.95 
9496.57 

14829.21 
23323.76 

Series II, Lamp l, Mantle 2-Alcohol. 
i_5 _____ T3-- -T55- 50.82-----0~74 

16 3 % 162 53.82 1.14 
17 2 59-% 175 58.50 3.35 
18 2 58 186 62.70 5.52 
19 2 59-% 203 67.86 13.03 
20 3 1 19:3 63.98 7.78 
21 3 1-%, 217 71.64 15.21 
22 3 1-% 223 73.62 14.58 
23 3 0 194 64.67 9.48 

45.96 
66.85 

180.73 
277.85 
606.01 
:183. 78 
670.08 
625.04 
462.65 

78.13 
113.65 
307.24 
472.35 

1030.22 
652.4:) 

1139.14 
1062.57 

786.51 

61.49 
89.44 

241.80 
371.74 
810.78 
513.46 
991.05 
836.24 
684.26 

Series III, Lamp 1, Mantle 2-Kerosene. 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 . 
30 
31 

I 
~ 43-tt I 

(R"epeated) 

I 
2 44-%, 
2 44-% 
2 45 

I 2 57-14 I 
2 59-14 

74 I 27.16 I 
96 31.91 

I 93 
98 

100 
111 
120 

33.87 
35.75 
36.36 
37.57 
40.17 

1.14 
6.75 

6.86 
10.61 
13.71 
16.28 
24.19 

132.72 ____ 2017.34-- i2i0.40 
274.81 10257.11 6154.27 

646.12 
946.77 

1202.87 
1382.35 
1921.05 

9821.02 
14390.90 
18283.62 
21011.72 
29199.96 

5892.61 
8634.54 

10970.17 
12607.03 
17519.98 

Series IV, Lamp l, Mantle 3-Kerosene. 
=32~--~2~5=7----9~6~~-3~2~~~-.54 1.08 105.88 1609.38 965.63 
33 2 57 111 37 .75 4.88 412.39 6268.33 3761.00 
34 2 52-14 117 40 
35 2 52 120 41 

.75 9.46 740.58 11256.82 6754.09 

.86 15.99 1218.58 18522.26 11113.36 
36 2 47-%, 122 43 .64 20.50 1498.57 22778.26 13666.96 

Series V, Lamp 1, Mantle 3-Alcohol. 
~---~----~~ ~~ -i--r::=* ___ I -i~-~ -1-~~:~r I- --~:~r-1-· 2ii:i~ I 3~~:~~ 2~~:~~ 

39 2 58 235 79.21 11.52 459.01 780.32 614.11 
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40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 

48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
G3 
54 
55 
56 
57 

58 
::; ~l 
60 
Gl 
62 
63 

1)4 

65 
66 
67 

68 
G~l 

70 
71 

73 
73 
74 
j;) 

'jf) 

77 
78 
79 
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Series VI, Lamp 2, Mantle 1--Alcohol. 
---~-- -

rn i ~.::; .:: p.; I 
<l) ' 0 g ..... C. P. I-I. per Dollar 

t I C.l.:: :;:; H c..i 
0 I' .s . ~;:::l , (]) 
a> ...... ..j...J Ul E 0 u:i I bJJ 

E I oJ c.E ;:iP:: E oJ 
E-' ~8E ~~E I ~ 

- E-<rnei 8""ei_'L, ·--~---Hrs. l\Iin. --- . _ 
2 56 235 80.11 36.30 ~1~4~30~.~ll~" 
2· 29 129 51.95 24.76 1504.24 
3 1-%, 152 50.18 20.18 1269.22 
2 51-14 130 45.37 14.89 1035.79 
2 52-%, 122 42.37 11.06 823.85 
2 49-% 97 34.34 5.09 467.81 
2 53 72 24.98 0.84 106.13 
2 56-% I 229 77.84 -~2.93 ___ 1_740.~_4__ 

2431.19 
2557.21 
2157 .67 
1760.84 
H00.55 
795.28 
180.42 

2959.09 

Series VII, Lamp 2, Mantle 2-Alcohol. 

2 51-%. 
2 53 
2 46 
2 45 
2 48-% 

!Repeated) 
2 49-14 
2 50 
2 46-% 
2 40-14 

88 
123 
129 
153 
163 

184 
222 
202 
220 

-30-:-1_4_ -- 1.22 
42.66 6.14 
46.63 7.86 
55.70 14.16 
58.04 18.72 

65.23 24.35 
78.35 35.41 
72.79 33.90 
82.37 38.12 

-125.25 
454.25 
532.00 
802.33 

1017.96 

1178.15 
1426.39 
1469.87 
1460.61 

212.94 
772.23 
904.40 

1363.96 
1730.53 

2002.86 
2424.86 
2498.78 
2483.04 

Series VIII, Lamp 3, Mantle 1-Kerosene . 

.. ff~=~ -I 
2 51-% 
2 55-14 
2 55-% 

(Repeated) 

104 
123 
129 
142 
152 

36.8l 
42.47 
45.13 
49.19 

. 51.97 

- 1.20-
7 .53 

12.92 
25.53 
35.77 

.. l04.00 
565.61 
931.28 

1655.67 
2195.71 

1580.80 
8597.27 

13881.86 
25164.97 
33374.79 

_ __._ __ 

1 49-% 
1 46-%. 
1 49-% 

52-14 

1 54 
54 

! 1 57-% 
1 53-%, 

2 58-% 
2 43 
2 53-% 
2 54-14 
2 58-% 
2 54-%. 
2 55-14 
2 55-% 

Series IX4, Lamp 3, Mantle 1--Alcohol. 

124 67.95 1.75 81.28 
135 75.88 6.60 274.51 
153 83.93 10.66 400.86 

82 94.16 15.86 531.60 

138.18 
466.67 
681.46 
903.72 

Series X, Lamp 3, Mantle 2-Alcohol. 

137 
89 

117 
152 

72.11 
98.89 
59.60 
79.48 

5.32 
16.77 

0.80 
10.21 

2:12:85 
535.21 

42.36 
405.33 

395:85 
909.86 

72.01 
689.23 

Series XI, Lamp 3, Mantle 2-Kerosene. 

105 35.29 1:05 9-4.92 
124 42.76 7.01 522.96 
130 44.95 10.89 772.86 
133 45.79 17.40 1212.22 
157 52.77 40.39 2441.70 
135 46.35 19.68 1354.52 
142 48.61 27.55 1808.02 
160 54.70 52.94 3087.46 

1442.78 
7949.30 

11747.47 
18425.74 
37113.84 
20;)88.70 
27 481.90 
46929.39 

1913.35 
2012.52 
1698.09 
1385.78 
1102.23 

625.89 
141.99 

2328.80 

167.58 
607.75 
711.76 

1073.44 
1361.93 

1576.25 
1908.36 
1966.44 
1954.15 

948.48 
5158.36 
8329.12 

15098.98 
20024.87 

108.75 
367.27 
536.31 
711.23 

311.63 
716.06 

56.67 
542.42 

865.67 
4769.58 
7048.48 

11055.44 
22268.30 
12353.22 
16489.14 
28157.63 
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0 z 
.... 
rn 

" 

Ul 

" 
"""' ""' 0 

" 8 
i E-< 
j ____ _ 

E-< !Hrs. Min. ' 
80 - -2 53-% 
81(5) 2 23-%, 
82 2 53-% 
83 2 50-1,i 
84 . 2 54-% 

85 
86 
87 

2 58 
3 04-% 
2 51 

Series XII, Lamp 4, Kerosene. 

C. P. H. per Dollar 

169 
209 
219 
192 
225 

" b.O 
ro .... 
"' ~ 

- -8:84 
33.74 
18.99 
13.68 
21.Hi 

~.,: 
0 

p;~ 
ur:.'.l 

482.56 
1233.91 

799.95 
656.54 
872.57 

"~ 
~~ 
'""' o.~ 

~p'.; 
7334.91 

18755.43 
12159.24 

9979.41 
13263.06 

Series XIII, Lamp 5-Kerosene. 

38 
70 
95 

--- ~~:~~ ui -1----r~n~ -I ~~~n~ I __ 
33.33 7.73 739.86 11245.87 

-~------------- ··---

~"' 
~-~ ........ 
P'!P-t 

4400.95 
11253.26 

7295.54 
5987.65 
7957.84 

3724.70 
5969.59 
6747.52 

(1) Tl"" wholesale prices paid for the fuel used in this investigation were: 
alcohol. iiD cen ls per gallon ::rnd keroscn0. 6.6 cents per gallon. 

(2) The pr0sent 1·etail prices arc: Llenatured alcohol, GO to TG cents per gallon 
and kerosvne, D to 11 cents. The high price was used for the calculation. 

( :l) Tc,sl ::\o. 1-1 termina lell at end of 2 hrs., 3 ':3 min. on account of smoking. 
(-1) 'The lcsls in this series arnl in Series X could not be rnn for three hours; 

at the encl uf the time inllicated the burner became so hot that the alcohol burned 
in the base of the lamp aml smoked the manlle. 

(G) Test Xo. Sl was discontinuc·d because of empty fount. The \\·icl;: fouled 
very rapidly at mctximum candle power and required constant attention to prevent 
smoking. At the end of the first hour the candle power fell off rapillly. It was 
impossible to burn this lamp at " lower candle power than S.84 on account of 
the tlanw-spreader, \\"hich causell the lamp to smoke beluw the minimum as well 
as abo\·e the n1axin1un1. 

DISCUSSION OF1 ,RESULTS. 

Since the candle power readings could not conveniently be taken at 
any set degree of intensity it "·ill be more practical to compare the 
results of these tests from a series of curves than from the tabulated 
readings. These curws represent the ratio of the candle power of the 
light to the candle power hours per gallon of fuel. 

Chart 1 shows such a comparison of the results with kerosene, with 
each of the three mantles used on lamp No. 1. The two curves show 
that the candle power hours per gallon increase almost in direct propor
tion to the increased candle power. ·with mantle No. 1, as the candle 
power approached a maximum, the increase in efficiency was less rapid. 
The lights obtained fro1i1 mantles 1\os. 1 and 3 ·were very nearly the 
same, for a corresponding consumption of fuel. The curve is drawn 
throngh the points obtained by experiment \vith mantle 1. These 
points al'c imlica1l'cl hy X: "·hilc points on the CllrYe for mantle 3 are 
shown by 0. :\fantle :.?, although its maximum candle pcnnr was much 
lower than No. 1, sho,nd almost as high a total number of candle po\ver 
hours per gallon and a much higher comparative efficiency than either 
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mantles 1 or 3. For exa rn ple. at "a" a 20-canc1le power light shows 
1460 candle power hours, while the same candle power in the case of 
llln111lc 2 nt "h ., \\·onld gin• an cfffrit>ncy of 1630 candle power hour:,;: 

I 

I 
I 

- -- -- - - - - -1--'--1--1----1·-+-1 --l--.+-+-+---J-

- I- --1---l-+---Vi/--+-< 
I 
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- I 

1,. '' v ' , I : I ~D v I 

/. clS · , al':'/ I _,, 

'1 
111 
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I 
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vV __,r_, H ~ ---i--~·m ,,-~:""~/ rm 1-1-

~~ i.-::::v / ;,~w1.1 H;;i ~ '/Yti r. , ~; ~ -11bn' \-~- lz ~ ~4''1f f111~,n~-1- - \- t-
1"'1 

an increase of about 13 per cent. due to the mantle alone. The maxi
mum candle power which could be obtained \\·ith any mantle was found 
to depend largely upon its regularity in shape. Depressions in the 
mantle tended to blacken, and consequently prevented the wick from 
being turned high enough to heat the entire mantle to the degree of 
incandescence that '\Yould othenyise be possible. As a consequence, in 
the use of two mantles with the same lamp and the same fuel, there 
appeared a greater variation in the maximum candle power obtainable 
than in the candle powers per gallon for any given intensity. 

Chart ~o. 11 presents the curves ohtained '\Yith lnmp Xo. 3, using 
kerosene as fuel. The two mantles used in these tests resembled each 
other very closely in their efficiency. The maximum intensity, however, 
11·<1s greater by over seventepn candle power in the rase of mantle 
No. 2.1 The slight difference in efficiency, too, is in favor of this same 
maHtle. Reference to Chart No. IV, Series IX and X, shows that the 
ili!°l'Prenre, although less in the rasc of alcohol, also giws mantle 1\o. 2 
the advantage. In fact, if it had been possible to obtain a slightly 

(1) The maximum candle power, 52.94, is not shown on the chart. See table. 
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higher eamllc }JOWer "·ith mantle ?\o. 1, nsing kerose1H'. arnl thus 
extending the cnrve in the same general direction to the intrrsection of 
tlw c·nne for lllantle ?\o. 2 on Chart II, "·e should haY<' tlw !'elation 

~r-t-t--r---r--+-t--t--r--+-t--t-t-+-t-+-f-+-+-+-1-+--+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-1-+-+-+-r-+-+-+/7'!-1 

c--- -- --1--- - ·- -r--r-t--t-t-·+--t--+-+-+-1-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-+--+-+--+--1-+-l-7v4--t-1 

-~-----+--+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-r-+-l-+-+-+-+--1--+--+--+-l--l--l--l--l--+-Yq.+~/-1--jc-+-l--l-C--1 .. ~ ~/ 

-t-i--~-+-+I + y~ -+ 
--~--' --~ -"-+--r--+-+-+-+-+-U Y _;_ 1-1--+-+-+--1--+ t--t--+-+-•-r-- L 

I c..-P-f- ' i ' : I 

expressed between the Pfiicicncy of the two mantles with kerosene 
almost identical \\·ith that shown in the case of alcohol "·ith these same 
mantles. 

Chart N'o. III shows the results obtained in Series XII and XIII, 
with the kerosene lamps Xos. 4 and 5 equipped with wick burners. The 
11igh minimum ec:ndle po•\·er in the case of lamp l\o. 4 was caused by 
the action of the flame-spreader, which caused smoking if the wick was 
turned too low. These t•rn curves emphasize, more forcibly than the 
others, the fact that a definite lighting efficiency cannot fairly be 
ascribed to any fuel, irrespective of the lamp in which that fuel is 
burned. A comparison of the light obtained in the wick laml' and in 
the mantle lamp is also shown on this chart. There is no doubt., from 
the comparison of the four curves, that although the ordinary flat wick 
burner (lamp No. 5) has the highest efficiency, the maximum candle 
power is too low to make it an economical lamp for most purposes. Its 
efficiency, too, is relatively much less with increasing intensity. Of the 
other three lamps. thr ronncl •dek. eenter-draft burner (lamp l\o. +) is 
lowest in cfficie1:ey, while of the byo mantle lamps, lamp 3 at it:,; maxi-
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mum, has a higher efficienc.'· than lamp 1; alt.hough, candle power for 
candle power, lamp 1 produces the greatest number of candle pmnr 
hours per gallon. 

Chart Ko. IV shows the results obtained with each of the three 
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v 

j v 
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lamps in 'vhich alcohol 'ms bnrnec1. 1 .As is evident (Series VI and 
VII), the lamp whieh was clesignc11 for al1·ohol shows the highest effi
ciency for any given candle power, beside furnishing the highest maxi
mum candle power. A peculiar c9incidence to be noted is the marked 
loss in efficiency from "a" to "b" on each of the curves drawn for 
this lamp. This may be due to a faulty air-supply at this point. Series 
II, V, IX and X, representing the results of burning alcohol in the 
kerosene lamps, resemble each other very closely both in efficiency and 
in the maximum candle power obtainable. 

The curves on Charts V and VI represent the means of the curves 
for the two mantles of lamps 1 and 3, respectively, in whirh both fuels 
were burned. These show, in both instances, n-0t only a much higher 
candle power in the case of the kerosene, but a much higher efficiency 
for equal candle power as well. It is evident from these results that a 

(1) To avoid confusion the curves for lamp No. 3 (Serles IX and X). are set 
above the others, since several points on these two curves would coincide with 
those of lamp No. 1 (Serles II and V). 
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fair basis for the comparison of these two fuels is a difficult matter to 
decided upon. 

The two prime factors in light production (heat and incandescent 
body) are modified in their effect on each other by the details of the 

I I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I II 

lamp construction. \Yit.h mantle lamps the degree of incandescence is 
affected by the rnatrrials. construction, and method of manufacture of 
the mantle, as \Hll as b~· the heat imparted to it by the combustion of 
the fuel. The effcctin heat, too, is dependent largely on the pressure 
at \Yhich the fuel is feel and the amount of air supplied for combustion. 
A mantle mnst be symmetrical, and to be of maximum efficiency must 
be adapted in shape to the burner on which it is to be used. OthenYisc 
it is heated uneyenl,,-, and port.ions of the mantle may fail to become 
incandescent. The texture of the mantle affects the area of the light
emitting surface. Consequently, in comparing two mantles, the number 
of threads per square imh, as \\·ell as the size of the thread, must be 
considered. Too close a weave results in poor circulation, and a 
decrease in the light given out, due to the retention of the products of 
combustion \Yithin the mantle, and a consequent decreasing rate of com
bust.ion of fuel. As an example of the effect of the composition of the 
impregnating solution used in the manufacture of mantles on their 
light-emitting po\nr, Y. B. Le\Ycs1 states that a solution of thoria alone 

(1) Jour. Gas Light. 104, 192. 
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gives practically no light. The ndclition of one per cent. of ceria gives 
a mantle of wonderfully high light.ing efficiency; "·hile, by increasing 
the proportion of ccria O\'l'r hrn per cr11t, t.his efficirncy rapidly 
decreases. After dipping, the mantlrs are put through a wringer, which 
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is ndjusted to permit of the rdention of the desired amonnt of impreg
nating solution. The amount of this solution retained has a very 
marked influence on the lighting value of the mantle, as \Yell as on its 
life. The fabric used in the manufacture of the mantle is of hardly less 
importance. Thus, >Yhile a cheap cotton-fabric mantle will rapidly lose 
in efficiency during the first hundred hours it is burned, a mantle of 
ramie or China grass fa bric ma~- actually increase in efficiency.1 

The air-supply also affrcts the heat produced, and conscqncntly the 
lighting power of the fuel. An insufficient amount results in incom
plete combustion and the vaporization of a portion of the fuel unburned. 
An excess of air, on the other hand, carries off a portion of the heat 
generated, thus decreasing the net heat available for the mantle. For 
complete combustion, kerosene requires much more air, pound for 
pound, than alcohol. Hence a lamp arranged to supply air for the 
combustion of kerosene furnishes more air than necessary for the 

(1) Bohm, C. R. Che.m,. Ztg., 33, 147. 
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burning of alcohol. On the other hand a burner intended for alcohol 
woulJ result in the incomplete combustion of the kerosene. and cause 
blackening of the mantle from the carbon which is not burned. 

The pressure in a wick-fed lamp is caused principally by the draft 
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created through the chimney. In consequence, the height of the 
chimney is of very material influence on the amount of air supplied for 
combustion. Thus, "-hile a kerosene lamp requires a very tall chimney, 
the alcohol 1vill burn successfully 1vith a much shorter one. In the case 
of lamps in 1vhich the fuel is supplied by gravity, this factor may, of 
course, be more easily controlled. To offset this apparent fallacy in the 
comparison of the t\rn fuels, as burned in the same lamp, there is the 
fact that-1vhile, pound for pound, alcohol "·ill require only about half 
as much air as kerosene-under equivalent conditions, nearly twice as 
much alcohol as kerosene \nlS burned in the same length of time. Since 
the efficiency of alcohol, bnrned in the special alcohol lamp, is com
paratively much higher ·than that of the same fuel burned in the kero
sene lamps, it would seem unfair to base a comparison solely on the 
results of the tests "·ith those t\rn lamps in "·hich both fuels \\-ere suc
cessfully burned. A glance at the picture of the two mantles, how
ever, will explain "·here a portion of this seeming discrepancy lies. 
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Mantle I shows the texture of the kerosene lamp No. 3, while II 
i:;hows a mantle It is easy to sec that much 

. the increase in is due to. the closer weave of the 
alcohol mantle, with a correspondingly greater light-emitting 

MANTLE l. 

Probably, however, to a fair 
true relative lighting values must 
between that the 
the same lamp, and that in which each 
designed for its use. 

MANTLE IL 

as somewhere 
of the two fuels burned in 

fuel rs burned in the 

In of the much of per unit of 
alcohol leads kerosene and is more desirable. 

is a safer fuel for all purposes, sinee it is miscible with 
may be used to an alcohol fire. '!'he 
other hand, floats on ·water and the use of water in ease of fire 
only to spread the flames. 

which 
on the 

Since alcohol, pound for less air than kerosene for 
burning, the of combustion arc l as is the vitiation of tl1c 
air in a closed room. For equal c:andle pov1·ers, hovvc 1·cr, the 
difference in this is much less, sinee a 
alcohol is required. 

The character of these products of combustion should also be con-
H the combustion is in each case, >vater and carbon-

dioxide will be the only products formed. J f of air is insuffi. 
dent, ho·weve:r, the kerosene lamp will smoke, due to the of 
carbon. The alcohol, on 1.he other if may 
form aldehyde, and even formaldehyde, from the wood alcohol used in 

The presenee of in any amount of 
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course, be guarded against; but there is little likelihood of their forma
tion if the alcohol lamp is kept clean, and the free passage of the air 
unobstructed. 

The character or quality of the light is as important as the quantity. 
In the case of the mantle lamp, the color of the light depends on the 
charal·tcr of the ma11lles rather than on the fuel. Both alcohol and 
kerosene give good ·white lights. The best quality of light obtainable, 
of course, would be that which most nearly resembles daylight. The 
yellow light of the old-style kerosene lamp is acknowledged to be the 
worst of all forms of artificial lighting in this respect. 

As to cleanliness. alcohol has t.hc advantage. It evaporates readily; 
and, though the addition of pyridine for denaturizing gives a very 
unpleasant odor, the alcohol leans no stain or grease-spot. In the use 
of alcohol. too. the \\·id: is encrusted less, and the tendency of the 
mantles to blal'kcn is obviated. The blaekcning of the mantles is one 
of the most troublesome features in the manipulation of the kerosene 
mantle lamps. At or near their maximum light, in particular, they 
require close attention to prcYCnt their smoking. Burned at a normal 
height of \\'ick hoy1·evcr, and if the manufacturer's directions are closely 
observed. and the \\·ick is not turned too high when first lighted, no 
trouble should be experienced. Any irregularity in the mantle has a 
tendency to blaekcn. esriccially after haYing been used for some time. 
Consequently, clcanliur·ss, trimming of the wick, and the general care 
of the lnrnp. require C'onstant attC'ntion for good n•sults. 

The cost of maintenance, aside from the cost of the fuel, is about 
the same for all of the mantle lamps. although a lo\Yer burning tem
perature in the case of the alcohol lamp tends to result in a decreased 
consumption of the \\-i,·k. The C'OSt of the \Yick, ho\vever, is of less con
sidcra tion than the loss of light resulting from its becoming encrusted 
with rarbon. Greater care must be taken in the handling of portable 
mantle lamps. because of the YCry fragile mantles. '\Vith reasonable 
care, ho\Yever, one mantle ought to serve for several months. It is 
very probable, in view of these facts, that alcohol will come into general 
use even before its price reaches that of kerosene. 

In order to provide for fluctuation in prices of the various fuels, at 
different points throughout the state, Chart VII was arranged. 

The curves on this chart show the number of candle power hours 
obtainable for one dollar, at any given market price, in the case of the 
common fuels. These curves are based on the lighting efficiency, not 
at the maximum candle po\Yer, but on the efficiency of a sixteen candle 
power light, which is ordinarily sufficient for reading within a hori-
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zontal radius of from fiye to six feet.1 A comparison of the urnrkd 

price of any two fuels with the randle power hours per dollar, as shown 
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in this chart, will show at. a glanee ihe most economical fuel to be used. 

(l) This low canrll0 prnyer wns self'df'<l hccnuse tl10 most Pffieient methnrl of 
lighting is to have S8\"(~ral snurC"f'S of lrnv inte11sity n1thc·r than oJH~ of hiµ;lL Thus, 
fi\·e lamps of sixteen candle 110\ver ""ill be a 1nuch 1nore efficient rneans of ligl1ting 
than one eighty candle power lamp. 
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Points on any curve, in the same vertical line, are points of equal candle 
power hours per dollar. The horizontal position of these points shov,·s 
the price at "·hic-h the corresponding fuel "lvould have to sell in order 
that they might all be equally economical for lighting pnrposes. For 
instance, the point" a" indieates 10,000 candle pmyer honrs per dollar, 
\i·ith illnminating f!'ilS srlling rit fiO cents for 500 cubic feet. or $1 per 
1,000 cubic feet. The point "b." directly beneath "a," shows the 
same nnmhcr of candle pom·r honrs per dollar, in the case of either 
electricity or gas, \Yi1h a tip hum er; l:int, in order to obtain t.he same 
number of candle po\nr hours per dollar, in the case of either electricity 
or gas, the gas \rnuld have to sell for 161h cents per 500 cubic feet, 
while electricity would still be as cheap at 161/2 cents per kilowatt hour. 
The point "P" shO\YS that kerosene \Yonld still he enmpnrati.-ely cco
nomir·al rit elc.-Pn rPnts 1wr gnllon. "·hile alrnhol would h<WP to sell nt 
some price between fi.-e and ten cents per gallon, as shown at "cl" and 
"e." For ncetylcne to compete with these other fuels, calcium carbide 
\rnnld Jrn.-e to srll rit t'rn eents per pound. At 61/2 cents. the price 
paid for kerosrne for nse in this inwstigation, as sho,Yn at A. a sixteen 
candle pmnr light may be maintained, giving 17.000 candle power 
hours for one dollar. In ordPr to give the same economy, alcohol, as 
shO\Yll direr·tly below nt J3 nm] D" \rnuld lun·e to sell at from :1 to 5~~ 
cents per gallon, as compared \Yith a present price of 59 cents. 

In the same way. alcohol may be compared with the other fuels. 
The cnrvcs obtainrd "·ith nlrohol lmrned in the special alcohol burner, 
as \YCll ns that ohtainrd hy burning alrohol in the kerosene lamp, are 
Rho"·n. Jt is probrthJr that neither of thrse are strictly comparable 
11·ith thP k('f'ose1w (·un-r. as flll'endy e:xplaiued. lmt that thr 1T11r r•ffi
r·ieney rm·ye lies sorne\Yhrre hrtween t.he bYO. In any crise. however, 
alcohol rnnst sell at something- below the price of krrosene in order to 
compete "·ith it. if only the actual cost of the fuel is to be considered. 

While the cfficienc~· of 1 hrse fuels is given for only sixteen candles of 
light, a glance at the other charts '"ill show that, in the case of kerosene 
as well as alcohol, the pfficiency is much higher when the lamp is burned 
at its maximum intensity. Although it would be possible to design a 
lamp with a lower maximum candle power, with possibly as high an effi
eieney as these lamps at their maximum. for many purposes more than 
sixteen eandle power arc necessary; and such limitation of the light 
would be undesirable. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

'I'hc eompal'ison of these two fuels justifies the following general 
conclusions: 

First-With all the lamps tested the greatest amount of light per 
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unit of fuel is obtained at the maximum candle power which the light 
will give. 

Second-Kerosene burned in the old-style lamp, without a mantle, 
gi.-es a poor q11ality of light, and is an uneconomical awl i11effit:il'llt 
fuel. 

Third-Mantle lamps for either fuel are efficient, and give a light of 
good quality, although somewhat greater care is necessary in their 
manipulation. 

Fourth-A comparison of these two fuels, alcohol in a mantle lamp 
and kerosene in a wick burner, is greatly misleading. Such a compari
son gives alcohol over double the lighting value of kerosene; while, with 
each fuel burned in the lamp best suited to its use, kerosene has the 
higher efficiency. 

Fifth-When alcohol and kerosene are burned in the same lamp 
· and under the same mantle, the lighting value of alcohol is approxi
mately one-half that of kerosene. The two fuels under these conditions 
stand in nearly the same relation as regards their lighting values as 
they do in their heating values. This is to be expected, since within 
certain limits the incandescence of the mantle is proportional t.o the 
temperature to which it is heated. 1 

Sixth-The alcohol lrnrnrd in the special alcohol burner (lamp '.21 
gives only a slight~y lower efficiency than kerosene in the mantle lamps. 
While, as has been shown, a comparison in the case of two different 
lamps is of doubtful valnr. yrt akohol should be credited with the dif
ference between the efficicmirs nbtainrd by burning that fuel in the 
special alcohol burner and in the kerosene mantle lamps, in so far as 
this difference is due to the texture of the mantle and not to its size 
or the character of the solution used for impregnating it. The use of 
kerosene in a mantle so closely woven has not as yet been found prac
tical. 

Seventh-It is unfair to ascribe a definite lighting power to any fuel, 
irrespective of the lamp in which it is burned. This is especially true 
of those fuels that in themselves supply only the heat factor an<l not the 
incandescent substance. New materials and new methods for the manu
facture of incandescent mantles will undoubtedly be introduced. There 
will be further improvements in the lamps. Whatever these may be, 
with some slight modification, they probably will be made adaptable to 
either alcohol or kerosene. It is possible, too, that improvements in the 

(1) It. of course>, is not cxpecterl that the !wo fuels will en·r ]H• us0rl int0r
changeably in the same lamp. The comparison in this expcrim0nt was in orrl0r 
that all of the conrlitions might he controll0rl, and the cffecti\·en0ss of t11c two 
fuels in their relation to each otl1cr ohserverl. 
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kerosene mantle lamp, allowing for a more complete admixture of air, 
will permit of this fuel being burned under a mantle of as fine a texture 
as that used for alcohol. Whether this be accomplished or not, it seems 
safe to predict that, while the absolute amount of light obtainable with 
any of these fuels may be materially increased, it is doubtful if their 
relative lighting values will be greatly affected. 
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